Appendix

Legends Index

Abduction for cadaver, 99, 146–47, 151
Acadian Good Samaritan, 31–32
African sex with animals, 83–85
African tribe eats monkey brains for manhood ceremony, 84
African tribe injects monkey blood for manhood ceremony, 84–85
AIDS around for centuries, just undiscovered, 87, 90–91
AIDS as biological warfare, 52, 78, 91–92, 98
AIDS as minority genocide, 36, 52, 62, 91, 95, 98, 173
AIDS began in Africa, 77, 81–99
AIDS blamed on Germany and Russia, 95
AIDS created by CIA, 96
AIDS created by government to control “undesirable populations,” 52
AIDS created in lab and accidently released, 52, 80, 86, 91–93
AIDS created to curb sexual activities, 96
AIDS Harry, 38, 112
AIDS Mary, 38, 134
airline pilot legend, 114
animals invade human body, general, 25, 33, 39, 114–15
antiperspirant and breast cancer, 28
asbestos in tampons, 28
Billy Ray Virus, 116–38, 158, 162
Black Widow, 48
blood-mobile/clinic removal, 50, 125–26, 138, 158, 175
blood thrown at children, 132
blood thrown at police/guards, 131
body-parts theft, 34
bosom serpents, 33
Burger King contamination, 30, 37, 41, 155
cadaver stealing, 151
Castrated Boy, 40
CDC warnings, 152–54
Chinese restaurants, 37
C. J. AIDS, 47–48, 140–41, 157–58, 162
condom pinprick, 24–25, 46, 141, 158, 164, 171, 174
condoms damaged in package, 24–25, 141, 158
condoms deliberately infected with HIV, 60–61, 141
contact-tracing legends, 29, 51, 158, 173
co-rectal gerbil, 81
couple “locked” during sex, 29
dares of death, 133
Death Car, 43–45
deliberate infection, general, 37–39, 45–50, 104, 114, 120, 140, 149, 157, 164–65, 174
dog in microwave, 25, 120
Domino Pizza contamination, 41
finger in ice cream, 41
forced medical experimentation, 25–26, 36, 98
government hides cure, 52, 62, 96
government lies about transmission possibilities, 52, 62
government sprinkles HIV on bathhouse floors, 52, 94
Haitian voodoo, 78, 173
healthy carriers, 134, 171
high school blood drive, high numbers at, 49–51, 175
historical epidemics, general, xiv, 2–4, 18, 31, 33, 37, 45, 78, 81
Hitler creator of AIDS, 95–96
HIV in KY jelly, 94
HIV in stick-on tattoo, 46, 143
HIV-positive employee ejaculates/bleeds in food, 30, 41–42, 141
HIV stickers, 143–44
Hold the Mayo, 41, 43, 46
Hook, 40
hospital needlesticks, 148
infected imported clothing, 31–32, 44–45, 173
infected needles in public places, 30, 139–56, 158, 164, 169, 171, 174
infected plant thorns, 140–41
Irish Angel of Death, 48, 140, 162
Kentucky Fried Rat, 25, 42
kidney theft, 99, 151
lemons and oranges injected with HIV, 141
List, 50–52
local community is “AIDS capital,” 30, 124
LSD transfer tattoo, 143
mass poisonings, 26, 39, 45
McDonald’s contamination, 30, 42
medical students drug people to get a new cadaver, 99, 146, 151
medical vampires, 15, 98
mosquito transmission, 60–61, 81, 86–87
mosquito transmits HIV from monkey to human, 86–87
mouse in Coke bottle, 41
Mysterious Stranger (with leprosy), 31–32
needles in ball room, 141
needles on buses, 141, 148, 151
needles in coin return, 144–45, 148, 152–53, 158
needles in food/soda, 30, 141, 152
needles in gas pumps, 144, 158
needles in playground, 141
needles in theaters, 139–55, 158, 169, 171
Nessus Shirt, 45

older poisoned needle legends, 141, 146–48
one small village starts the disease, 88–90
organ theft, general, 25, 29, 34, 99, 151
origin legends, xv, 29, 52–53, 77–99, 171–72

patient zero, 77, 113, 137
person knowingly spreads AIDS, 100, 117, 129, 138, 148, 164
plague legends, 2, 37–39, 78
Poison Gift, 45
polio legends, 2–3
poodle in microwave, 120
prisoners infect guards with blood, 42, 46, 148
products pricked with infected needle, 60–62, 141
purposeful pinprick, 139–56, 158, 164, 169, 171

real-estate contamination, 44, 173
robbers who use toothbrush caught on film, 46

sailor has sex with animal (and acquires AIDS), 86
SARS legends, xiv
semen in food, 41–43, 173
smallpox blanket, 45
spawn of devil, 132
spider boil, 114–15
spider in hairdo, 25
spit in food, 42, 132, 173
stranger danger, 17, 50, 162
superspreaders/superinfectors, xiv, 135–36
superstrains of infection, 136
Surpriser Surprised, 40

teenage gang with needles, 147–48
Texas vampires, 15
Top Forty, 104, 160, 162, 171, 174
transmission vectors target specific groups, 52, 174
Typhoid Mary, 38–39, 134

urine in food, 42

vaccines accidentally spread HIV, 52, 80, 91

Welcome to the World of AIDS (lipstick on mirror version), 100
Wendy’s contamination, 30
whole community infected, 127
worms in hamburger meat, 30